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About 

Drinbet is made by the best professionals in the sports betting market worldwide.

Our Agency has a wide portfolio of services related to the universe of sports betting, working with the biggest bookies in th
providing the necessary security for you to open your account, manage your customers, set up your own sports betting w

Our Platforms 

Platforms pro.drinbet.com and pollytrading.com based on mollybet system. We offer more bookies integrated 
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SharpBet is a low margin, high

both pre-game and in-running, for Football, Tennis and more. Arbing, hedging and smart 

trades accepted with no voids and no account limiting. SharpBet offers easy

mobile and API trading interfaces to cater for all requirements.

access to SharpBet’s low latency, Push API with helpful developer support

like to become an agent of SharpBet please enquire 
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than any other platform around! 
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Pollytrading is a powerful sports trading software where you can find, in an integrated way, 

the best exchanges and bookmakers from Asia. On our platform, you can find the best odds 

and unlimited liquidity to reach the maximum point of your ROI. At Pollytrading you have 

access, in real time, to the maximum limits and the best odds to place your bets.

Tradeball is powerful automated football betting tool that will allow you to set conditions to 

bet in the live Asian market, at the best prices! Our tool 

conditions which will be executed automatically when criteria are met during play. For 

example you want over 3 goals @ 1.80+ odds during play at score home 1

execute it automatically for you. No need to watch

bet! The beta version is open for those who want to try out the newest in automated betting 

Be the first one to know the odds in asia market! This simple but effective website let you 

know when odds are up in asia! You will receive one email imediatelly after that league or 

team you was waiting odds came up! The best part, is free! Just send us email r

access and we will provide you one username and password.

PunterPlace is the fastest growing bookmaker in the Brazilian market. It´s the Drinbet 

expertise in partnership with Mollybet plataform. It is possible to find Asian bookies offers 

exclusively! PunterPlace has all the support in Portuguese and a specialized team behind its 

management, responsible for bringing the universe of Asian bookmakers to the B

Services 

Betting  

Drinbet opens your account in the major Asian bookies, according to your need and offers a personalized support to increase i
in bookmaker activity. All this without the need to worry about the 

syndcates worldwide, assisting with balance sheets and providing analyzes and statistics about the largest leagues and sports

well as in opening and managing the account on
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Software and betting systems 

We offer the best technological automation solutions for your bets, always looking for best odds. Our IT team automate your s

implement quickly and easily, through our APIs, at extremely competitive costs.Our Agency works with the main syndcates worldwide, 

assisting with balance sheets and providing analyzes and statistics about the largest leagues and sports in the world, as wel
managing the account on the main platform in the world for punters: Mollybet. 

No Stress  

Drinbet makes it possible, without hindrance, to transfer values between bookies, agents and clients' accounts. With us, mone
. Deposits . Withdraws . Transfers between Bookmakers . 

Agency  

Drinbet offers the best deals to turn your customer portfolio into something extremely profitable. We ha
bookies, to take your agency business to the next level in terms of fees and variety of offers, without the limitations impos

bookies. 
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Drinbet has the expertise and technology to help you to bu

you already have. Our whitelabel has business models specific to your needs, from the full implementation (brand creation, ba

management, etc.), to the addition of new book

Money moves  

Drinbet has a full service of financial management and movement of its money. We have accounts with the largest betting opera

and agreements with major world agencies, which makes easy to move values be

Payment Methods 

 

Consultant Services

Drinbet is made by the best professionals in the sports betting market worldwide.

Drinbet works with leading brands in the world

We are an experienced team of statisticians, mathematicians and IT professionals who put tog

news all over the world. We provide statistics to a wide range of soccer clubs, newspapers, as well as other companies that n

Why us? 

We have satisfied customers all over the World! From recreational players to robot betting syndicates!

We are the real partner for Professional Sports Traders and Companies!

Our very strong points are: the fastest payouts, money management, open relationship with no hidden informat

solutions are prepared to meet your needs. 

If we can fit your needs in terms of betting, it will be hard to find better deals around!

We promise to work hard to make your business grow.

If you are looking to work with us, it is mostly because you have a background in betting. We will skip all the basic conversati
directly to the point. 

We can certainly use it if you have any of these questions...

(if you don't work with betting, wr
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I am new to asian handicap betting and want to open one simple account on some asian bookmaker.  
We can do that and offer the best bookie to fit your needs! 
I am experienced bettor and i am looking to improve my results, with better odds i will have more value and will win more.  
I own a small or medium syndicate and want one solution to have all our betting togheter with balances, statistics by league and 

sport.  
I own a big syndicate and need one solution to bet bigger than the current limits we have around.  
I am a big punter or big syndicate and looking for betting shops to place huge amounts on skype betting without crash the prices.  
I own a robot betting syndicate and i am looking to make more money from it as my bookies keep taking PC from us.  

Agency: 

I want start beeing agent, i have a net of possible customers and friends, i am good with money and can control their deposits and 

payments and win some commissions from it.  
OK, you can make the next step, your initial minimum setup to became a real agent is around 50k eur, if you wish work as Agent, you found 

how! 
I already have customers, but I know my deals are not top in market, i am looking for better conditions.  
I am top agent but i know Drinbet may have some bookies I need.  

Software and Betting Systems: 

There are many softwares around who place automatic bets at better odds always, and we work with all of them: 

We have programmers who can add your auto-formulas to bet with API at good prices. Consult us! 

Whitelabels 

I want one whitelabel from asianbookie.  

I have one whitelabel and need accounts from some specific bookies only.  

I have one whitelabel and want complete solution, with all possible bookies and accounts opened asap.  

I want one whitelabel from brokerage service.  

Everything can be done, and everyone has a price and conditions; we are very selective with partnerships; therefore, write to us only if you are really serious. In 

any case, we will work in the best way for you 
OUR STAFF ARE REQUESTED TO EXPLICITLY COMMIT TO SECRECY AND CONFIDENTIALITY WITH ALL THE DATA PROVIDED TO US. 
 

Office 

Contact 
info@drinbet.com 

Opening Hours: 
Monday-Friday: 9:00-18:00 

Sunday-Saturday 8:00-14:00 

Information 

Information 

We have satisfieds customers in all world! From big robots betting syndicates to recreational 

players 
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